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Robot FR230 – FS250 – FR270 – FR290 
 
Settings and explanation of program for ROBOT Ver.02 

 
The logic to enter or change the settings is the same as in the turntable machines FS250 / FS270.  
Because the Robot doesn’t have the pressure plate It was not possible to use the same push buttons. 
 
- To go to the hidden parameters ‘F’ press ‘STOP’ button for 5 seconds: 
 
In the case that a certain option not installed is on the machine, the F parameter will not be shown. 
These settings can be regulated by the “T” parameters.  
 
The settings for the F parameter are:     Standard settings 
            
  F 0: overlapping at the top of the pallet. 7 
  F 1: delay tension film at the begin (For FR250,270,290).  0 (0.1 seconds) 
  F 2: clutch tension (for FR290 ) Value 0 to 100 (3-18 volts) 0 
  F 3: cut device excluded/included Not shown if T2 = 0 
  F 4: film tension before the cut procedure Not shown if T2 = 0 
  F 5: time for cut forward Not shown if T2 = 0 (0.1 sec) 
  F 6: time for film without tension for cut procedure Not shown if T2 = 0 (0.1 sec) 
  F 7: time for robot forward after the cut procedure Not shown if T2 = 0 (0.1 sec) 
  F 8: time for film tension (F4) before cut procedure Not shown if T2 = 0 (0.1 sec) 
  F 9: perimeter of the pallet in dm. 44  
  F10: carriage up for cycle big pallet. In the case of a big pallet we change 

The moment of the carriage. If T1=1 the carriage of the machine 
go’s up for the inserted value at F10 in cm 35 

 
The parameters F0…F3 and F9, F10 could be different for every cycle, if T12 = 1 
The parameters F4…, F8 are the same for all cycles. 
 
To block or unblock the machine we use the 2 buttons of carriage up/down in manual and the button 
of carriage down. 
 
In the old Robot version 01 we had to block or unblock the machine by holding down the stop button 
for 10 seconds. 
 
Press the two buttons to block the machine. (After 5 seconds the machine is blocked) 
Press the two buttons to Unblock the machine. After some time on the left and right side of the display 
is shown 0 – 0. Enter the password on the left side 22. Enter the password on the right side 3. Than 
press stop and the machine is unblocked.  
 
-For technicians : 
 
-To download OEM settings from the EPROM, push first the ‘CARRIAGE DOWN’ and than ‘STOP’  
together for approx. 5 seconds” 
 
When T12 = 0 Reset all programs 
When T12 = 1 Reset selected program 
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OEM = Original Entry Manufacurer 
 

  
 
OEM settings are: 
Rotation speed = 100 
Carriage speed up = 50 
Carriage speed down = 60  
Bottom rounds / warps = 2 
Top rounds / wraps = 2  
Film tension = 50 
Carriage down for cycle 3 = 25  
Carriage stop for strengthen cycle 4 = 50 
Carriage up for cycle C5 = 30 
Pallet height for cycle C6 = 150 
    
F0: = 7  
F1: = 0 
F2: = 100 
F3: = 1 
F9: = 44  
F10: = 35 
 
-To change the optional parameters ‘T’, press ‘STOP’ and carriage UP/DOWN for 5 seconds,  
 then enter the password 16  - 07 on the left and right side of the display (This has to be done in the 
same way as the turntable FS250 / FS270). 
 
T 0: Pallet perimeter  = 0 the perimeter is fixed = 44 dm. 
                                         = 1 the perimeter is = F9  
T 1: Cycle big pallet = 0 standard cycle  

 = 1 the carriage goes up for the value in F10. 
 The robot makes 1 round then the carriage 

goes up for this value 
T 2: Machine supplied with cutting device = 0 without cutting device 
  = 1 with cutting device  
T 3: Speed forward by handlebars in manual = (40 – 110)     
T 4: Speed backward by handlebars in manual = (40 – 110) 
T 5: With motorised pre stretch FR290 = 0 pre stretch without motor FR230,250,270 
  = 1 pre stretch with motor (FR290)  
T 6: With mechanical clutch = 0 electromagnetic clutch (FR250.270,290) 
  = 1 mechanical clutch (FR230)  
T 7:  Option film finished or broken = 0 option not installed 
  = 1 option installed 
T 8: Blocking of the parameter possible = 0 not possible 
  = 1 possible to block  
T 9:  = Optional  
T 10: Different tension during up and during down = 0 tension during up/down is the same 

= 1 tension is different during carriage  
 up/down 

 
To change the film tension during the movement of the carriage up, push the arrow up of carriage up 
in manual and then with the + & - of  the film tension you can change the tension of the film. (The led 
of film tension is blinking and during this process the carriage is going up) 
 
To change the film tension in during the movement of the carriage down, push the arrow up of carriage 
down and then with the + & - of  the film tension you can change the tension of the film. (The led of 
film tension is on during this process the carriage is going down) 
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T 11: Sound of the beeper during the cycle = 0 Off,  1 = On 
T 12: Different parameters for every cycle = 0 All parameters are equal 
  = 1 Different parameter for every cycle  
T 13: Left side password = 22 
T 14:  Right side password = 3  
 
When you have changed the different “T” seconds push the stop button again for 5 seconds. Now the 
setting are memorised and you will enter the “F” menu automatically. Now you are abele to change 
also these settings. When have completed the settings push STOP again, and the Robot is ready for 
operation. 
 
For FR290 (motorised pre-stretch): 
The sensor of the pre-stretch has a screw, with witch we limit the pressure of the film on the sensor. 
(It can happen that the operator takes away the pallet without cutting the film). 
We are abele to regulate this screw:  
We push together + & - of the film tension for 5 seconds, on the display it is shown the value of the 
sensor.  
When the sensor is free, the value should be < 9, when it is pushed the value should arrive to 255. We 
regulate the screw in this way that the value could arrive to 255. 
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